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PREFACE 
A series of programs were developed to evaluate slenderness 
effects in reinforced concrete columns and to check the capacity 
of user-input column designs subjected to axial forces and moments 
about either or both axes. The programs were designed for use on 
the Hewlett-Packard 9000 desktop computer. In addition, a design-
analysis link was made between these programs and the frame 
program written by Louis 0. Bass. 
Only rectangular tied cross sections with rectangular bar 
arrangements were considered. Slenderness effects were evaluated 
using the approximate (moment magnifier) method of ACI 318-83. 
The author wishes to express his appreciation to Professor 
Louis 0. Bass for his guidance in this effort. Special thanks 
also to Liz, for her patience, understanding and encouragement. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The post-processor consists of a series of four programs~ 
The first program is used to input data required for load 
combinations and the evaluation of slenderness effects. Load 
combinations are made with the second program. The third 
program evaluates slenderness effects and magnifies column 
end moments. The founth program is used to determine the 
adequacy of user input column designs. Figure 1 illustrates a 






Files containing the data required to make load combinations 
and evaluate slenderness effects are built using the Input Program. 
If the structure is analyzed using the frame program, a 
relationship between each column to be designed and members in the 
frame model must be established. This is done by specifying 
column incidences. If a frame member has it's i-end at the bottom 
of the column, it is referred to as the i-end member. Similarly, the 
j-end member has it's j-end at the top of the column. In addition 
to relating frame members to columns, this system provides a means 
of accounting for endistances. 
Column dimensions are referenced to the faces of the column. 
The width is measured along the z-face and depth is measured along 
they-face of the column. This is illustrated in Figure 2. Input 
length units are specified by the user and may be feet or inches. 
However, all length units are converted to inches for internal 
calculations. 
Gross moment of inertia and radius of gyration about each 
axis are calculated internally with radius of gyration taken as 
.3 times the overall dimensions in each direction. 
Material properties need not be the same for all colmmns. 
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.FIGURE ~ 
weight are input and modulus of elasticity is calculated in 
accordance with ACI 8.5.1. Strength and weight must be input 
in Psi and Pcf regardless of input units specified by the user. 
Length data to be input consists of; 1) weither or not 
the column is braced, 2) effective length factors, and 3) unbraced 
lengths. 
Braced conditions are referenced to the y and z-planes. A 
column braced in the z-plane may be interpreted to have a greater 
resistance to buckling about the y-axis. Similarly, a column 
braced in the y-plane has greater resistance to buckling about the 
z-axis. It is left to the designer to determine the extent to which 
the columns are braced. The oommentary to ACI 318-83 discusses 
several methods for making this determination. 
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The effective length factor (K) for braced columns is 
conservatively taken to be one. The K-factors input are used 
in the calculation of sidesway moment magnifiers. Ky is used 
for calculations related to stability about the y-axis. Kz 
relates to the same calculations about the z-axis. 
Unbraced lengths Ly and Lz refer to the distance between 
braced points in the z and y planes respectively. (Ly-z, Lz-y) 
These values are input in user specified length units. 
Live load reduction factors are input for each column and 
should not be greater than one. If no value is input for a 
column the reduction factor is assumed to be one. Axial forces 
and moments resulting from live loads are multiplied by the factor 
input. The value input should reflect the percentage of load 
remaining after reduction. 
Column forces and moments may be input or if the frame 
program is used, read from files. When input, forces and moments 
should be in the member system. These are shown in their positive 
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Figure 5 illustrates the sequence of input for combination 
data. The total number of load combinations to be made is input 
first. Then for each combination the number of load cases to be 
combined is input. For each load case in a combination the case 
number is input accompanied by the appropriate load factors 
required by ACI 9.2 and a code defining the load type. Three 
codes are available: 
1) Input a 1 for dead or any sustained loads. 
2) Input a 2 for live load. 
3) Ir:.put a 3 for lateral load which may consist of wind, 
seismic or any load causing (appreciable) sidesway. 
If the load case in question is a wind or seismic load, the 
direction in which it is applied is input. Input a 1 if it is 
in the z-direction; input a 2 if it is in the y-direction. 
To account for variation in modeling techniques a modification 
factor for axial forces and one for moments may be specified by the 
user. End forces and moments are multiplied by the appropriate 
modification factor. Sheer is multiplied by the moment modification 














For each combination, dead, live and lateral load cases are 
compiled individually with applicable factors applied, then added 
together to complete the combination. Combined dead, gravity and 
lateral loads are used for evaluation of slenderness effects. 
































Slenderness effects are evaluated and moments magnified using 
the procedure outlined below. 
The sense of the axial force at the i-end of the column is 
checked; if it is negative, the column is in tension and slenderness 
effects need not be calculated. 
If the column is braced in the direction under consideration 
then the slenderness ratio is compared with the limits of ACI 10.11.4.1 
and 10.11.4.3. If the slenderness ratio is between these limits, the 
column is slender and the moment magnifier for braced cases is 
calculated. 
If the column is unbraced in the direction under consideration 
then the slenderness ratio is compared with the limits of 
ACI 10.11.4.2 and 10.11.4.3. If the ratio is between these limits, the 
column is slender and the moment magnifier for the braced condition is 
calculated. If the slenderness ratio, in either case, is greater 
than the upper limit specified by ACI 10.11.4.3 then the moment 
magnifier method cannot be used and a message is displayed on the 
CRT screen describing the violation. 
If the slenderness ratio is smaller than the lower limit the 
column is considered short and slenderness effects need not be 
calculated. However, if the column is unbraced the contribution 
of the column to frame stability must be determined. 
The solution sequence used to evaluate slenderness effects is 
illustrated in the flowchart in Figure 7. 
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The sidesway magnification factor (Ds) is calculated at one 
of two places in the program. In the first loop, (see Figure 7) 
the sidesway factor is set equal to one unless the column is un-
braced and subjected to lateral loads. The sidesway factor is 
initialized to zero when program execution begins, so that when the 
second loop is entered, two possibilities for the value of Ds exist: 
one or zero. If the value of Ds is one, then moments are magnified; 
if it is zero, then the factor is calculated before proceeding to 
magnification of moments. 
For each axis, moments at each end of the member are magnified 
by the same magnification factor. In addition, if the column is 
slender, moments required to satisfy the minimum eccentricity 
requirements of ACI 10.11.5.4 and 10.11.5.5 are magnified. This 





















































The Design Program allows the user to design columns in any 
sequence desired. After the column to be designed is input, 3 
load conditions are displayed: 
1) Maximum axial load with corresponding moments and the 
load combination. 
2) Maximum moment about the y-axis with corresponding 
axial load, moment about the z-axis and the load 
combination where this occurs. 
3) Maximum moment about the z-axis w~th corresponding 
axial load, moment about the y-axis and the load 
combination where this occurs. 
Steel yield strength (Fy) is then input followed by the 
desired corner bar size. Finally, quantity and size of y and 
z-face reinforcing is input, initiating the column capacity check. 
Fiftieth points on the interaction found between zero axial 
load and the maximum permitted by ACI 10.3.5.3 are found by 
incrementing the neutral axis position. In capacity calculations, 
strains are assumed to be linear and a maximum compressive concrete 
strain of .003 is used in accordance with ACI 10.2.3. Concrete 
stresses are calculated using an equivalent rectangular distribution 
in accordance with ACI 10.2.7. Steel strains are limited to a maximum 
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value of .002069. vfuen the strains in the steel exceed this value 
stresses are assumed to be independant of strains and the maximum 
value specified (Fy) is used. 
The Parrne contour method is used to check the adequacy of the 
column in biaxial bending. The contour to be used is found by 
searching for the axial capacity nearest, but not greater than, 
the applied axial load. Then a linear interpolation is made to 
find the moment capacity about each axis. Moments are checked at 
each end of members subjected to biaxial bending as recommended 
in the commentary of ACI 318-83. 
If the column is adequate a design summary is displayed 
and the user may obtain a print out of this information or proceed 
to the column of his choice. Final column designs are stored for 
documentation at a later time. 
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OUTPUT 
Data required for documentation or verification of intermediate 
results may be obtained using one of four output programs. All data 
is output to the high speed printer. 
Program one: 
1) Basic job parameters 
2) Column incidences (when frame files are used) 
3) Column dimensions, properties and length data 
4) Column end forces and moments (when input) 
5) Combination factors 
Program two: 
1) Combined forces and moments 
Program three: 
1) Hagnification factors needed for the design of 
flexural members 
2) Magnified moments 
Program four: 
1) Final column designs selected for output by the user 
15 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
The usefulness of the program could be improved with two 
relatively simple modifications: 1) It could be expanded to 
include other column shapes and bar arrangements. 2) Given 
axial forces and moments, required area of steel could be cal-
culated and design suggestions made, reducing the effort required 
of the designer. 
The accuracy of slenderness calculations would be improved, 
if the effect of reinforcing is included in the stiffness 
calculation. This modification could be made with the second 
mentiond above or the user could input the necessary reinforcing 
data. 
The scope of the program could be enlarged to include flexural 
members resulting in a more general post processing program. 
16 
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Appendix A contains loading information for each program, 
an input/output summary and an example problem for demonstration 






Output of combined forces 
Homent magnification 
Output of magnification data 
Checking program 
Output of final design 
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Program name for loading 
"BWIPT:CS80,7" 
"BWECHO:CS80,7" 
"Bwcmm: csso, 7" 
"BWOUTl:CS80,7" 
"BWMAG:CS80,7" 





The following data is required for program use: 
Number of load cases 
Number of load combinations 
Number of columns (total) 
Number of floors ~ supported by columns 
Column incidences- when frame files are used (see report) 
Column dimensions 
width measured in the y-direction (see report) 
depth - measured in the z-direction (see report) 
F'c (Psi) 
Weight of concrete (Pcf) 
Braced column in z-plane (see report) 
Braced column in y-plane (see report) 
Ky - for the calculation ,of sidesway magnification factor 
Kz - for the calculation of sidesway magnification factor 
Ly - unbraced length in z-plane 
Lz - unbraced length in y-plane 
Live load reduction factor(for each column) 
less than or equal to 1.0 
Load factor- (1.4,1.7,1.3 etc.) 
Load codes - l=dead 
2=live 
3=lateral 
Direction of lateral load l=z, 2=y 
20 
Modification factors for axial forces (see report) 
Hodification factors for moments 
"BWCOL:CS80,7" checking program 
Fy - longitudinal reinforcing 
Corner bar size 
additional reinforcing 
in y-face, quantity and size 
in z-face, quantity and size 
input of a valid bar size is required even when no bars are present" 
(see example) 
Output summary 
Data echo - selected data from the Input Program is reflected 
(see example) 
Output 1 - combined ultimate axial forces, shear and moments 
user may specify units 
Output 2 - factor for magnification of column and beam 
moments , including those required by ACI 10.11.5.4 and 
10.11.5.5. 




The concrete frame of Figure Sa was analyzed using the frame 
program. Results of analysis for the load cases shown in Figure 8b 
appear on pages 25 - 29. 
The post-processing programs were run in the print all mode to 













































































































































































































































































































w co <Z > w- .c :::; o3: CX) 
w 
s~IT a: :::1 ~ u: 
E>~AMF'LE 
.ro r~n COO~:D I ~lATES, U~ll TS FEET <----JOINT ::;;UPPOF.:T DATA---->>> 
JOHH -X- -1'- -z- PEL ALFA BETA GAMA 
1 0.00013 13.130130 27.4200 
2 0.0131313 13.00013 15.42013 
3 24.01300 0.0000 27.4200 
4 0.013130 0.0000 0.01300 s 012113~300 0.0000 0. 0~::w0 0.0000 
5 24.00130 0.0000 15.4200 
6 48.013130 0.00130 27.4200 
7 24.0000 0.0000 0.0000 s 000000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
8 48.0000 0.0000 15.42013 
9 72.0000 0.00013 27.4200 
10 48.0000 0.0000 0.0000 s 000~3~10 0. ~3~300 0.0000 0.0000 
11 72.0000 0.0000 15.4200 
12 72.0000 0.0000 0.0000 C' ,_, 0000~30 0.0000 (1, 0000 0.0000 
SECT I O~l PF.:OPERT'r' CATALOG, U~H TS I ~lCHES POU~lDS 
COt·lSTAtH:3: E = 3.644E+06 G = 1.544E+06 
T'r'PE A,':.!'\ A(Y) A<Z) I<X> reo 1(2) DESCR I PT I Ot·l 
1 144.00 96.00 96.00 1.000E+06 1005.67 10~15,67 12X12 COL 
2 256. (10 16:3.96 168. 96 1, I211Zn:1E+06 :3178.40 :3178.40 16X16 COL 
·-:. ,_, 616.00 4~36. 56 406.56 1, 000EH36 159:35. 00 15'?:;:5. 00 G I F.:DEF.: 
t1EMBEF.: I ~lC I DENCES, U~ll TS FEET DEGF<:EES 
t·1B F.: Jnt1 Jnt2 Jnt:3 JtH4 CAT# ALFA BETA GAt·1A LEHGTH LE-REL RE-F.'EL 
1 4 '"' .::. 1 0. ~3~:10 270. o~:n3 0.000 15.420 ~3~H3000 0000~30 
2 ~. 1 0, 0(H3 270. 00~3 0.000 12.000 00000~3 000000 .::. 
~. 
~ 7 5 2 0.000 27~:1, (100 0.000 15.420 00~300(1 0000(H3 
4 <: 3 2 0.000 270. 00~3 0 ,(100 12.~300 000000 00(1000 ..; 
5 10 8 ~. 0.00(1 27(1, 000 0.(H3~3 15.420 00~3000 0(100~30 .::. 
6 8 6 2 0.000 270.00(1 0.000 12.000 00000~3 000000 
7 12 11 1 0.000 270.000 0.000 15.420 000000 00~1(100 
8 11 9 1 0.000 270.000 0.000 12.00~3 000(100 00(1(H30 
9 2 5 3 0.000 0.000 0. (100 24.0(10 000000 000000 
10 5 8 3 0. 0(10 0.000 0.000 24. 00(1 000000 000000 
11 :3 11 3 0.000 (1, 000 0.000 24.000 000000 000000 
12 1 3 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 24.000 0000(10 ~:n300~30 
13 3 6 3 0.000 0.0(10 0.00(1 24.000 000~300 0 00 ~:na 0 
14 6 9 3 0.000 0.000 0.000 24.000 000000 000000 
HlACT I VE MEMBER LIST 
NOt~E 
LOADING UN ITS: LOADS . . . . . . .FEET KIPS 
SETTLEMENT. . . INCHES DEGREES 
SELFWEIGHT . . • FEET POUt·lDS 
LORDS LC# a or b PX P'r' PZ M"" ,., MY t1Z 
SUP.DEF. LC# D>< D'1' DZ 0 :x: 0Y oz 
LIST 12 -14 
t1 E: F.: c F G 1 . 3:33 0. 00(1 (1, (H3 ~~1 -21. 00~3 0. 0(1(1 ~3. en:1 0 0, (H:1(1 
t'1E: F.: c F G 1 .666 0.000 0, ~:H3 0 -21.000 0.0~3(1 0. (100 0. ~300 
LIST 9 -11 
t1BF.: c F G .3.3:3 0.000 (1, 0(10 19.800 (1, (1(H3 0. 0(113 0. 0~30 
MBF.: c F G . 3:33 o. 0~30 0. 0~3(1 -39.600 (1, (11:1(1 (1, 000 0.000 
MBF.: c F G • 666 0.000 0.000 -19.8~30 ~3. 000 (1.000 0.000 
LIST 9 -14 
MBF.: UtH G 0. 0~30 0, ~:H3 ~3 -.600 0. O~H) 0.000 0. (100 
E><AMPLE 2 
LOAIIS LC# 
·"'- 1:sr· to P'·' ,··, P'r' PZ t·1 ::< MY t·1Z 
:31JF'. DEF. LC# D ~.,· D'( DZ o::-:: OY o: 
LIST 1 9 
Jt~T F~,t·1 G o. o~:1o 0.000 -15,'?00 0.000 0.000 0.000 
LIST .... . :;, 6 
.TrH F :~.,t·1 G 0.000 0.000 -2:~:. ?~Z10 ~=1. 000 0.000 0. ~:100 
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LIST 2 1 1 
JtH F&M G ~3. 000 0. ~3~10 -17.P3~1 0. >3(10 0.000 0.000 
LIST 5 8 
JtH F&r1 G 0.000 0. (100 -24. 3~30 0. 00>3 0.000 0. >300 
LIST 4 12 
JtH F:S.M G 1 0.000 0. 00>3 -2.150 0.000 ~3. 000 0. ~n30 
LIST 7 10 
J~H F&M G 1 0.000 0.000 -3.820 0.000 0.000 0.000 
LIST 13 
MBR c F G 2 .333 0.000 0.000 -6.00~3 0.000 0.000 0.000 
MBR c F G 2 .666 0.000 0.000 -6. 00>3 0. 00(1 0.000 0.000 
LIST 9 11 
MBF.: c F G 2 .333 0.000 0.000 -19.200 0.000 >3. 000 0.000 
MBR c F G 2 .666 0.000 0.000 -19.200 0.000 0.000 0.000 
LIST 3 6 
JNT F&r1 G 2 0.000 0. 00>3 -:3. 000 o. 00~1 0.000 0. ~100 
LIST 2 5 8 11 
.JtH F2~M G 2 0.000 0. ~100 -·:;., 6(H3 >3. 000 ~1, ~1~H3 0.000 
LIST 12 14 
t1BR c F G 3 . 3:33 0.000 0.000 -6. 00>3 0. 00>3 0. 00>3 0, ~H30 
~1BF.: c F G 3 .666 0.000 0. >300 -6. o•:n3 0.000 0. 0>30 0.000 
LIST 10 
~1BR c F G 3 3 . ., . ., • ._, •.J 0.000 0. 00~1 -19.200 >3. 00>3 0.000 0. (1~10 
r·1BF.: c F G ~. . .;. .666 0. >300 0.000 -19.200 0. >300 0.000 >3. 00>:1 
LIST 1 3 6 9 
.JtH F :~, r·1 G :3 0, ~HJ0 0. 00>3 -3. 00~1 0.000 0.000 0.000 
LIST 5 8 
Jt·lT F ~.:., t1 G :3 0.000 0. 00>3 -·?. 600 ~1, ~H]0 0. 00>3 0.000 
LIST 1 
JtH F&~1 G 4 7.500 0. 00>3 0. 0>30 0.000 0.000 0. 0>3(1 
LIST 2 
J~H F&r1 G 4 10.500 0.000 0.000 0. 00>3 0.000 0.000 
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COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
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1-1 .-. !""'• 
1_1, IJ 1_1 
0' 0 0 
1=1 • :) (: 
(!. 0 0 
lj. 0 0 
,., ,-, .-. 
!_!. lj :.1 
-.. -. ,-, 
I_! , '-' l_i 
0. 0 0 
0' 0 0 
0 . (! 0 
0. 0 0 
0 I 0 0 
:j ' 0 ;j 
G.OO 
0 ' ~) 0 
(! . (;I) 
0.00 
0' 0 I} 
C•. 0 0 
0. 0 0 
0. 0 0 
0 ' 0 (I 
<::. 0 0 
E>~Ai·1PLE 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
MEMBER FORCES AND MOMENTS UNITS: FEET KIPS 
1 i 






















































• . ..Jo 
1 . 1 7 
-1 . 17 
3.90 
-3. '30 




















1 • 08 
-1 . 08 
REACTIONS AT SUPPORTS 























1 ' 0'? 





1 . 66 
-6,75 
.65 
. .., . .., ... 
:.:.. . .:..~ 
-1.66 
-6.73 




~· ... r: 
i),i)l) 
0.00 






























-::-· r:::e '-'~ I • ..) • ..) 
21 . 45 
.-. '4 ~..., 
.;:.. I I I..;;. 
16.67 
1 . 84 
-1 . 84 
-2. 19 
2. 19 














. :3 0 
34.44 












































01 0 0 
0.00 






































0. 0 0 
0. 0 I) 
0. 0 I) 
0.00 
0.00 
0. 0 0 
0.00 
0 . !) 0 
0. 0 0 




.-.. -. .-. ..-. 

























'='. ( ...J 
5. 5:3 
5.61 







11 . 44 




1 • 1 3 
-17.6:3 
0. 0 0 
0. 0 0 
0. 0 0 
:j ' l} 1) 
0 . 0 0 
!) . 0 0 
0. 0 c 
0. G 0 
O.GO 
0. GO 
0. 0 0 
0' 0 !) 
0 . 0!} 
0. i) 0 
I). I] ;j 
0. 0 0 
0. 0!) 
(: . Jj 0 
0. 0 ;) 
0. c 0 
0. 0;) 
0 . !j 0 
0.00 
0. ;) 0 
0 . I) 0 
1).1)0 
I) • !) I) 
0.00 




0. 0 0 
0. 00 
0.00 
0 . 0 I) 
(! . 0 0 
0. 0 IJ 
0. 0 0 
0. 0 0 
0. 0 0 
0' 0 0 
0 . 1) (I 
o.oo 
0.00 
0. 0 0 
o.oo 
0' 0 0 
OUTPUT 
C:>=:Ar1PLE 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
SUM OF ALL REACTIONS 
i)!) o. 00 505. 14 
·'"\ 01) 1). I) I) 133.20 ~ 
~ I) (I 0' 00 93.60 
4 -1 :3 l)i) 0. I)!) 00 
29 
P~GE # 
o. 00 - 01 
0. I) I) - 01 
o. 00 - 00 














CHA~IGE EXISTING DATA? C 1 =YES, 0=~l0) NO WILL i¥ip:11Ul1# DATA. 
e 
ARE YOU USING EXISTING FRAME FILES? 
1 
APPENDAGE NUMBER WHERE FRAME FILES EXIST? 
11 
EXAMPLE 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
THERE ARE 4 LOAD CASES. 
TOTAL NUMBER OF COLUMNS TO BE DESIGNED? 
8 
TOTAL NUMBER OF COLUMNS= 8 
IS THIS CORRECT?<1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
NUMBER OF FLOORS? <SUPPORTED BY COLUMNS.) 
2 
NUMBER OF FLOORS= 2 
IS THIS CORRECT?C1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
WHICH FLOOR NUMBER IS ROOF? 
2 
LIST COLUMNS SUPPORTING ROOF 
<0=FINISHED) 
2,4,6,8 
LIST COLUMNS SUPPORTING ROOF 
<0=FINISHED) 
e 
LIST COLUMNS SUPPORTING FLOOR 
<0=FINISHED) 
1,3,5,7 
















IS THIS CORRECT?<1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
1 
COLUMN INCIDENCES. <USING MEMBERS FROM FRAME FILE.) 
INPUT I-END MEMBER AND J-END MEMBER FOR EACH COLUMN. 
I-END MEMBER MUST BE AT BOTTOM OF COLUMN. 
COLUMN I-END J-END 
INPUT I-END MEMBER, J-END MEMBER FOR COLUMN NUMBER 
1 ' 1 
1 1 1 
INPUT I-END MEMBER, J-END MEMBER FOR COLUMN NUMBER 
2 2 2 
INPUT I-END MEMBER, J-END MEMBER FOR COLUMN NUMBER 
3,3 
3 3 3 30 
? 
I t~F'UT I -Et~D MEMBER, J-END MEMBER FOR COLUMt~ ~WMBER 
4,4 
4 4 4 
INPUT I-END MEMBER, J-END MEMBER FOR COLUMN NUMBER 
5,5 
5 5 5 
INPUT I-END MEMBER, J-END MEMBER FOR COLUMN NUMBER 
6,6 
6 6 6 
INPUT I-END MEMBER, J-END MEMBER FOR COLUMN NUMBER 
7,7 
7 7 7 
INPUT I-END MEMBER, J-END MEMBER FOR COLUMN NUMBER 
8,8 






LnjGTH UNITS C 
SPECIFY FORCE UNITS < 
1 
0=Inches,l=Feet 
=Lbs • .,l=Kips 
INPUT UNITS ARE Feet AND Kips 
IS THIS CORRECT?C1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
) 
COLUMN LIST WITH SAME DIMS. & bRIENTATION?CG=FINISHED> 
1-2,7-8 
COLUMNS 1-2,7-SLENGTH UNITS Feet 
WIDTH< @jjlll§> , DEPTH< f4if;lll§>? 
1.0, 1.0 
COLUMN LIST WITH SAME DIMS. & ORIENTATION?<0=FINISHED) 
3-6 
















F 'c And WE I GHT OF CONCRETE? <IUHM> 
4000, 145 
COLUMN F'cCPsi EcCPsi) 
1 4000 3644.15E03 
2 4000 3644.15E03 
3 4000 3644.15E03 
4 4000 3644.15E03 
5 4000 3644.15E03 
6 4000 3644.15E03 
7 4000 3644.15E03 
8 4000 3644.15E03 
IS THIS CORRECT?C1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
ME~1BER LIST FOR MEMBERS Bf":ACED It~ yo;!;!@.< -1 =t·WtjE, O=DOt·~E) 
-1 
THERE ARE NO MEMBERS BRACED IN THE Z-DIRECTION? 








MEMBER LIST FOR COLUM~lS BRACED IN t44!:UI!. < -1 =t~ONE, 0=DONE) 
1-8 
COLUM~lS 1-8MEMBER LIST FOR COLUMNS BRACED IN i04!ml!. < -1 =~lO~lE, 0=DO~lE 
) 
a 
MEMBER LIST FOR MEMBERS WITH miiia I!P n®:IIU@:U!J!> 
1-8 
COLUMNSl-8 
INPUT VALUE OF~~ FOR MEMBER LIST. 
1.2 
MEMBER LIST FOR MEMBERS WITH liliDJ! IS? <@G:III'@:ijQ> 
a 
MEMBER LIST FOR MEMBERS WITH liliDJ! IIJ? ([§$jll'@:ljl!) 
1-8 
COLUM~lS 1-8 
INPUT VALUE OF~~ FOR MEMBER LIST. 
1.2 
MEMBER LIST FOR MEr1BERS WITH m:mii ··7-· c@il:ttU101:Jjl)) 
0 
COLUMN K(y) K<z) 
================ 
1 1.2a 1.2a 
2 1.2a 1.20 
3 1.20 1.20 
4 1.20 1.20 
5 1.20 1.20 
6 1.20 1.20 
7 1.2a 1.20 
8 1.20 1.20 
ARE ALL VALUES CORRECT?<1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
INPUT LENGTH DATA. ( ) UNBRACED LENGTHS 
COLUMN LIST FOR COLUMNS WITH SAME Lz?<0=FINISHED.) 
1,3,5,7 
COLUMNS1,3,5,7 
Lz FOR COLUMN LIST. 
14.33 
COLUMN LIST FOR COLUMNS WITH SAME Lz?<0=FINISHED.) 
2,4,6,8 
COLUMNS2,4,6,8 
Lz FOR COLUMN LIST. 
10.33 
COLUMN LIST FOR COLUMNS WITH SAME Lz?C0=FINISHED.) 
a 
COLUMN LIST FOR COLUMNS WITH SAME Ly?C0=FINISHED> 
1,3,5,7 
COLUMNS1,3,5,7 
Ly FOR COLUMN LIST. 
14.33 
COLUMN LIST FOR COLUMNS WITH SAME Ly?C0=FINISHED> 
2,4,6,8 
COLUM~lS2, 4, 6, 8 
Ly FOR COLUMN LIST. 
10.33 
COLUMN LIST FOR COLUMNS WITH SAME Ly?C0=FINISHED) 
0 
COLUMN L<y) L(z) 
======================= 
14.330 14.330 
2 10.330 10.33a 
3 14.330 14.330 
4 10.330 10.330 
5 14.330 14.330 
6 10.330 10.330 
7 14.330 14.330 32 
8 10.330 10.330 
ARE THESE VALUES CORRECT?C1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
LIST MEMBERS WITH AME LIVE LOAD REDUCTIONS<B=FIMISHED)? 
1' 7 
COLUMNS1,7 
LIVE LOAD REDUCTION FACTOR? 
• 8 
LIST MEMBERS WITH 
3,5 
COLUMNS3,5 
AME LIVE LOAB- REDUCTIOHS<B=FINISHE.D)? 
LIVE LOAD REDUCTION FACTOR? 
• 6 




2 1. 000 
3 • 600 
4 1. 000 
5 • 600 
6 1. 000 
7 • 800 
8 1. 000 
SAME LIVE LOAD REDUCTIONS<B=FitHSHED)? 
ARE THESE VALUES CORRECT?C1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
TOTAL NUMBER OF LOAD COMBINATIONS? 
8 
LOAD COMBINATION 1 NUMBER OF LOAD CASES TO BE COMBINED? 
1 
LOAD CASE 1 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?C1,2,3) 
1,1.4,1 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <11$"4+-B~amJ> 
0 
MOD I FY MOME~HS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? nG•i:::pc§aU•D 
0 
COMBINATION 1 
LOAD CASE FACTOR TYPE 
1 1. 40 1 
IS THIS DATA CORRECT?<1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
LOAD COMBINATION 2 NUMBER OF LOAD CASES TO BE COMBINED? 
2 
LOAD CASE 1 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
1' . 9' 1 
M 0 D I F Y A X I A L L 0 ADS F 0 R T H I S L 0 AD CASE? < fl$"j+-B~a@ > 
0 
MOD I FY t10t1ENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? (fl$•i+11~a;tiD 
0 
LOAD CASE 2 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
4,1.1,3 
D I I<:ECT I ON IN WHICH LATEI<:AL LOAD IS APPLIED? <tJilf'ft'41> 
1 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <f§i+ilaU•D 
0 
MOD I FY MOt·1E~HS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <fi$18--8~$JuD 
0 
COt1B I ~~AT I ON 2 
LOAD CASE FACTOR TYPE 
1 • 90 1 
4 1. 10 .... ·~ 
IS THIS DATA CORRECT?Cl=YES,0=N0) 
33 
LOAD COMBINATION 3 NUMBER OF LOAD CASES TO BE COMBINED? 
2 
LOAD CASE 1 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?C1,2,3) 
1,1.4,1 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE" .::IGJ§.-8~$J®) 
a 
MOD I FY MOMENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? oo•ift§$Ufl> 
a 
LOAD CASE 2 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
2,1.7,2 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? c1Efis-1f!eUn)) 
a 
MOD I F'r' MOMENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? opis-1f!eU®) 
a 
COMBINATION 3 
LOAD CASE FACTOR TYPE 
1 1. 4a 1 
2 1. 7a 2 
IS THIS DATA CORRECT?<1=YES,a=N0) 
1 
LOAD CQMBINATION 4 NUMBER OF LOAD CASES TO BE COMBINED? 
3 
LOAD CASE 1 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?C1,2,3) 
1,1.a5,1 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? (1Efij0.1f!1Unl> 
a 
MOD I FY MOMENTS FOR THIS. LOAD CASE? <1Efis-1f!aUI]) 
a 
LOAD CASE 2 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
2,1.27,2 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? ctg•ift~$UID 
a 
MOD I F'r' MOMENTS. FOR THIS LOAD CASE? ctg•ift~GUiD 
a 
LOAD CASE 3 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
4,. 98,3 
DIRECT I O~J IN WHICH LATERAL LOAD IS APPLIED·~· <tR•..:OI:;. 
1 
M 0 D I F Y A X I A L L 0 ADS F 0 R T H I S L 0 AD CASE? ( tG•i§.-ft~EUnD 
a 
MOD IF'/ MOMENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE·~· oG'i!f·-8~1:Ut.l> 
a 
COt·1B HJAT I ON 4 
LOAD CASE FACTOR TYPE 
1 1. a5 1 
2 1. 27 2 
4 .98 3 
IS THIS DATA CORRECT?C1=YES,0=N0) 
LOAD COMBINATION 5 NUMBER OF LOAD CASES TO BE COMBINED" 
2 
LOAD CASE 1 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?C1,2,3) 
1,1.4,1 
MOD IF\' AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE~· og•is--8~$U•D 
G 
MOD I F'r' MOt1EtHS FOR THIS LOAD CASE~· (te•is-"ft~$U•D 
0 
LOAD CASE 2 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE"t1,2,3) 
34 
MOD I F'l' AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? dlfi#la-11~$~00) 
0 
MOD I FY MOMENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? (fEfi¥fl§al®) 
0 
COMBINATION 5 
LOAD CASE FACTOR TYPE 
1 1. 48 1 
3 1. 78 2 
IS THIS DATA CORRECT?C1=YES 1 0=N0) 
1 
LOAD COMBINATION 6 NUMBER OF LOAD CASE.S TO BE COMBINED? 
3 
LOAD CASE 1 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
1,1.05,1 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? (fE$•i#la11iEU®> 
a 
MOD I FY MOMENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? ciEf.i§IMiaUN> 
a 
LOAD CASE 2 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
3, 1.27,2 
MOD I FY AX I RL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? ciEfj*ft\EI~@) 
a 
MOD I FY MOMENTS FOR THIS LOAD .CASE? ciEfi#laillill®> 
a 
LOAD CASE 3 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
4,. 98,3 
DIRECT I ON IN WHICH LATERAL LOAD IS APPLIED'' .::pp.«iEEI> 
1 
MODIFY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE?CfE$•i#la$EUDD 
a 
M.OD I FY MOMENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <IE$1ft~aUJD 
a 
COMBINATION 6 
LOAD CASE FACTOR 'TYPE 
1 1. 05 1 
3 1. 27 2 
4 .98 3 
IS THIS DATA tORRECT?C1~YES,a=N0) 
1 
LOAD COMBINATION 7 NUMBER OF LOAD CASES TO BE COMBINED? 
3 
LOAD CASE 1 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
1,1.4,1 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? cfGj#la"ft~eiUIJ> 
a 
MOD I FY MOMENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <fE$•ja--ft~amn 
a 
LOAD CASE 2 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
2,1.7,2 
MOD I FY A><I AL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE'7' <1Ef4¥ft~am)) 
a 
MOD IF'/ MOt·1EtHS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <IEfj:iiO-ft~EU[I]::o 
a 
LOAD CASE 3 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?C1,2,3) 
3,1.7,2 
MOD I F'l A>:: I AL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? og•i:i!O-ft~$;[.]> 
0 
t10D I F'r' ~10t·1EtlTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE:· ·fDj::IO"fi~EWl • 
0 







1. 70 2 
1. 70 2 
IS THIS DATA CORRECT?<l='r'ES,0=N0) 
1 
LOAD COMBINATION 8 NUMBER OF LOAD CASES TO BE COMBINED? 
4 
LOAD CASE 1 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
1,1.05,1 
MODIFY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE?(fl$1j§ft@llm> 
2,1.27,2 
EXTRA INPUT RESPONSES IGNORED 
MOD I F'r' MOMENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? o:IEfi@~EIUI]) 
0 
LOAD CASE 2 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
2,1.27,2 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE·> (IEfi.-lln$UI]) 
0 
MOD IF'/ ~10~1E~HS FOR THIS LOAD CASE'' c:fE$•i*iiEUQD 
0 
LOAD CASE 3 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1",2,3) 
3,1.27,2 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <IGi!iaftEIUID 
0 
MOD I F'i M0~1ENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <fl$•i::tafta~m) 
e 
LOAD CASE 4 
LOAD CASE,LOAD FACTOR,CODE?<1,2,3) 
4,.98,3 
DIRECTION IN WHICH LATERAL LOAD IS APPLIED?< 
1 
MOD I FY AXIAL LOADS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <IE$j!iafi§UID 
e 
MOD I FY M0~1ENTS FOR THIS LOAD CASE? <IG1!ia"II~EI~m> 
e 
COMBINATION 8 
LOAD CASE · FACTOR TYPE 
1 1. 05 1 
2 1.27 2 
3 1. 27 2 
4 • 98 3 
IS THIS DATA CORRECT?<1=YES,0=N0) 
1 
1 •......•......• ECHO OF DATA. 
2 •......••• LOAD COMB I NAT I O~~S. 




ARE FRAME FILES USED? (f0Jj0$GU®) 
1 
APPENDAGE NUMBER WHERE INPUT DATA EXISTS? 
11 
EXAMPLE 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
REFLECT ALL DATA? <f01@fGUn]) 
a 
OUTPUT LENGTH UNITS DESIRED?< 
1 
O=Inches,l=Feet 
OUTPUT FORCE UNITS DESIRED?< ) O=Lbs.,l=K1p:: 
1 
UNITS ARE Feet AND Kips 
IS THIS CORRECT? <fGJjO.-fiU:iUm) 
1 
DATA TO BE REFLECTED. 
---------------------
WA~H BAS I C JOB PARAt1ETERS? oG•i*fi~EII'N> 
1 
WANT COLUMN INCIDENCES? <IG)i:"ft~SU®) 
1 
WA~H COLUMN DATA? (JQj¥ft~$UI]) 
1 
WAHT COMBINATION DATA?<tG•i§."ft~sUQD 
1 




IS THIS CORRECT?<~fl$.n~~j§ft@~~g~u~m) 
1 
BEGINING PAGE NUMBER? 
1 
IS HIGH SPEED PRINTER TURNED ON? <1Qi#5a11~§1®> 
a 
TURN HIGH SPEED PRINTER ON AT THIS TIME. 





COLUMN FORCES AIID MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
JOB PAIHH·IETERS. UNITS Feet Kips 
NO. OF FLOORS NO. COLUMNS NO. LOAD CASES NO. LOAD COMBINATIONS 
2 8 4 8 
APPENDAGE HUMBERII 
COLUMN INCIDENCES. 
COLUMN I-EHD J-END 
I 1 1 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 
4 4 4 
5 5 5 
6 6 6 
7 ~ 7 





COLUMN FORCES AHD MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
COLUtm NlTA. 





( ln"'4) < ln"4) 
tcv 






< Ks I ) 
Ec BRACED LLR 
( Ks i ) 
~=============~====================~====================================================================== 
I. 00 I . 00 1728.00 1728.00 1. 20 1. 20 14.33 14.33 4.0 364,4EOI z . 80 
2 2 I . 00 I . 00 1728.00 1728.00 I . 20 I. 20 1 0. 33 10.33 4.0 364.4EOI z 1. 00 
3 1 I. 33 1 . 33 5406.92 5406.92 1. 20 1 . 20 14.33 14.33 4.0 364.4EOI z .60 
4 2 I .33 I. 33 5406.92 54 (16. 92 I . 20 1 . 20 10.33 I 0. 33 4.0 364.4EOI z I . 00 
5 I I. 33 1. 33 5406.92 5406.92 I . 20 I. 20 14.33 14.33 4.0 364.4E01 z .60 
6 2 1 . 33 1 . 33 5406.92 5406.92 1. 20 1 • 20 10.33 10.33 4.0 364.4EOI z 1 . 00 
7 I 1. 00 1.00 1728.00 1728.00 1 . 20 1 . 20 14.33 14.33 4. 0 364. 4E 01 z .80 





COLUI'lll FORCES AIID 1'101'1EIITS FRDI'I FRA~1E PROGRAtl 
LOAD Cot1B IIIIH I OtiS. 
corm I tlfH I 011 ttUr·tBER 
LOAD CASE FACTOR 
1. 40 
C0!1E: I trAT I ott IHJiolBER 
LOAD CASE FACTOR 
1 .90 
4 1.10 
COI'IBIIIIH lOll llllt·lBER 
LOA!> CASE FACTOR 
1 1. 40 
2 1. 70 
COr·JE: I II AT I 011 ltUr·lE:ER 
LOt~D CASE Fr)CTOR 
1 1. 05 
~ 
<- 1. 27 
4 .98 
COrm I ll~tT I Ott IIUI'lBER 
LOAD CASE FACTOR 
1 1. 40 
3 1. 70 
cor·tE: I trAT I Ott 11Ut1E:ER 
LOHC• Cr'<SE FACTOR 
1 1. (15 
3 1 .-.,..., • .:::.1 
4 . ·;.a 
C01'18IIIATIOII llf.lt·1E:ER 
LOA[• CASE Fr'<CTOR 
1 1 . 40 
2 1 . 70 
































UHITS Feet Kips 
""' I-' 
El<ANPLE 
COUit'lll FORCES AllD tlOt·JEtHS FROI'I FRANE PROGRfll'l 
LOAD COMBINATIONS. 
COMBINATION NUMBER 8 
LOAL' C!~SE FACTOR T't'PE 
1 1. (15 PEAr1 
2 1. 27 LIVE 
3 I. 27 LIVE 
4 .98 LAT. 
r·H•;r 
" 




ARE FRAME FILES USED? <IG1ME11m) 
1 
APPENDAGE NUMBER WHERE JOB DATA IS STORED? 
11 
COMBINATIONS BEIHG MADE. 
COMBINATIOHS COMPLETED. 
42 
L •:: A D . ' E: o< Cl U T 1 : C S t: ~1 , 7 " 
i":U t·~ 
AF.:E Ff':Ar·1E F I LE:3 U:::ED~· fQ'j§""ll~awl> 
1 li'ilii: TH I::: F'ROGf':Ar·1 F'f':O\·' I DES HAPD COF''r' OF COr'1E: I ~lED LOAD::;, 
AF'F'ENDAGE NUMBER WHEPE DATA IS STOPED? 
11 
E><AMPLE 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
OUTF'UT LENGTH UNITS DESIRED?( 
1 
=Inches~l=Feet 
OUTPUT FOPCE UNITS DESIRED?( 0=Lbs.,l=Kips 
1 
UNITS ARE F€et AND Kips 
I::;; THIS CORRECT7-· tfG•j§O"ft~au.J> 
1 
BEGINING PAGE NUMBER? 
5 




COLIJI1ff FOF:r::ES AflD 1'1011EtfTS FROI1 FRIHIE PROGRAI·I 
UHITS Feet Kips 
COUJI'ltl 
f'I)OAL ::>HEnRS 1·1011EIHS 
=~====::;:;::::::::== =~==~=====~================================= ==========~=====~===~====================== 
C0118. PtJ Viv Viz V.J>• Vjz 1'11 y ~11 z t1jp Mjz 
1 107.0'3EOO OOO.OOEOO -152.51E-2 OOO.OOEOO 152,51E-2 781. 35E-2 000. OOEOO 157.03E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
2 657.53E-1 OOO.OOEOO 151.50E-2 OOO.OOEOO -151 .50E-2 -145.43E-1 OOO.OOEOO -881 .81E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
3 142.02EOO OOO.OOEOO -301.69E-2 OOO.OOEOO 30t .69E-2 154.49E-1 OOO.OOEOO 310.72E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
4 103.66EOO OOO.OOEOO -351 .57E-4 000. OOEOO 351 .57E-4 -586.67E-2 OOO.OOEOO 640.89E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
5 1 15. 97EOO OOO.OOEOO -122.48E-2 OOO.OOEOO 122.48E-2 627.79E-2 OOO.OOEOO 126.08Er1 OOO.OOEOO 
6 841.96E-1 OoO.OOEOO 130.3?E-2 OOO.OOEOO -130.37E-2 -127.18E-1 OOO.OOEOO -738.42E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
7 150. 90EOO OOO.OOEOO -271 .67E-2 OOO.OOEOO 271 .67E-2 139.14E-1 OOO.OOEOO 279.77E-1 000. OOEOO 
8 110.29EOO DOO.OOEOO 189.16E-3 OOO.OOEOO -189.16E-3 -701 .39E-2 OOO.OOEOO 409.70E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
COL UN II 2 
n:nm. SHEARS NOHEHTS 
:.,:::::;:::;::;:::;:::::;;;:::== =========================================== =========================================== 
C0~18. Pu viv Viz './jy Vjz Mi~• ~11 z Mj~• Njz 
530.68E-1 OOO.OOEOO -545.96E-2 OOO.OOEOO 545.96E-2 317.74E-1 OOO.OOEOO 337.41E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
2 334.37E-1 OOO.OOEOO -232.81E-2 OOO.OOEOO 232.81E-2 I36.23E-1 OOO.OOEOO 143.14E-I OOO.OOEOO 
3 519.95E-I OOO.OOEOO -800.40E-2 OOO.OOEOO 800.40E-2 542.87E-I OOO.OOEOO 417.61E-I OOO.OOEOO 
•I 383.95E-1 OOO.OOEOO -494.28E-2 OOO.OOEOO 494.28E-2 345.88E-I OOO.OOEOO 247.26E-I OOO.OOEOO 
•~'- 5 67:.3.04E-I OOO.OOEOO -606.48E-2 OOO.OOEOO 606.48E-2 316.62E-I OOO.OOEOO 411.16E-I OOO.OOEOO 
.f;, 6 498.:.32E-I OOO.OOEOO -349.41E-2 OOO.OOEOO 349,41E-2 176.86E-1 OOO.OOEOO 242.44E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
7 662.31E-I OOO.OOEOO -860.92E-2 ooo.ooeoo 860,92E-2 541.74E-1 000. OOEOO 491 .36E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
8 490.30E-I OOO.OOEOO -539.49E-2 OOO.OOEOO 539.49E-2 345.03E-1 OOO.OOEOO 302.36E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
COLIJt-111 3 
HXIHL SHEARS 1·1 011E t-ITS 
=~====-===== ====~====================================== =========================================== 
C011E:. Pu vi~· Viz Vjy Vjz M I~~ Mlz 11J~· ~ljz 
238.21EOO OOO.OOEOO 906.93E-3 OOO.OOEOO -906.93E-3 -462.65E-2 OOO.OOEOO -935.84E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
2 152.12EOO OqO.OOEOO 800.27E-2 OOO.OOEOO -800,27E-2 -622. I?E-1 000. OOEOO -611. 85E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
3 279. 95E 00 OOO.OOEOO 319.63E-2 OOO.OOEOO -319.63E-2 -163.03E-1 OOO.OOEOO -329.83E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
4 208.93EOO OOO.OOEOO 900.07E-2 OOO.OOEOO -900.07E-2 -649.72E-1 OOO.OOEOO -738. 19E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
"' •,) 279.31EOO OOO.OOEOO -789. IBE-3 000. OOEOO 789.18E-3 402.20E-2 OOO.OOEOO 814.71E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
6 208.45EOO OOO.OOEOO 602.34E-2 OOO.OOEOO -602.34E-2 -497.88E-1 OOO.OOEOO -430.92E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
7 321 .05EOO OOO.OOEOO 150.0IE-2 OOO.OOEOO -150.01E-2 -765.42E-2 OOO.OOEOO -154.78E-I OIJO.OOEOO 
8 23'3. 64EOO OOO.OOEOO 773.36E-2 OOO.OOEOO -773.36E-2 -585.11E-I OOO.OOEOO -607,41E-I OOO.OOEOO 
COLUt-111 4 
t'l)<l AL SHEARS 1·101·1EIHS 
========== ===~=====================;===~============= =================~========================= 
Cot-1B. Pu vtv Viz v j~J '·:'jz M i ~.· t-tiz Njp ~ljz 
1 120.f34EOO OOO.OOEOO 3E.4. 7?E-2 OOO,OOEOO -364.77E-2 -205.1€-E-1 OOO.OOEOO -232.56E-I OOO.OOEOO 
2 7?4.78E-1 OOO.OOEOO 52l. 91 E·~2 OOO.OOEOO -527.91E-2 -28'3. OlE--I OOO.OOEOO -344.48E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
3 137.23EOO OOO.OOEOO ~41. 68E-2 OOO.OOEOO -741 .68E-2 --60'3. 92E-I OOO.OOEOO -280.09E-I OOO.OOEOO 
4 102. 6·;:oEoO OOO.OOEOO 816.55E-2 OOO.OOEOO -816.55E-2 -5'36.:23E-1 OfiO.OOEOO -383.63E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
5 137.~!itEOO fiOO.OOEOO 183.51E-2 OOO.OOEOO -183.51E-2 5~·~. 04E-;1: OOO.OOEOO -276.12E-I 000. OOEOO 
6 102.67EOO OOO.OOEOO 3'3·~. 57E--2 OOO.OOEOO -399.57E-2 -'388. 18E-2 OOO.OOEOO -380.66E-1 OOO.OOiOO 
' 
153.5'3E0t) 000. OOEoJI) 5f,l). 42E<~ OOO.OOEOO -560.42E-2 -348.86E-1 OOO.OOEOO -323.64E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
8 1 1 ·1. 91 EOO 000. OOEOO 6:::1. 14E-;? OUO.OOEOO -681 .14E-2 --41•1 .20E-1 000. OOEOO -416.17E-1 000. OOEOO 
L ,.-,rd II LL 
CullJI·III f·(JF:CES Hll[• lh•l·tEIITS FFWII Fk><IIE f'I<UC.I<HI·l 
UIIJTS Ft.et l'.!ps 
COLUI'IN 5 
Al<IAL SHEARS t·toi'IEIITS 
============ =======~==~=-~=~=~~=-====================== ====~=====~~~~=======~==========~====~~~=== 
CONB. Pu Viy Viz IJ j ~· 1/jz r·1 i ~' l'llZ l'ljv l·ljz 
I 238.21EOO OOO.OOEOO -906.96£-3 OOO.OOEOO 906.96E-3 461 . 57E-2 OOO.OllEOO 936.96E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
2 1S4.15EOO 000. OOEOO 682. 14E-2 OOO.OOEOO -682.14E-2 -561 .56E-·I OOO.ODEOO -490.30E-I 000.00£00 
3 279.98£00 OOO.OOEOO -319.57£-2 000, OOE 00 319.57£-2 162.85£-1 OOO.OOEOO 329.94E-I OOO.OOEOO 
4 210.77£00 OOO.OOEOO 420.66£-2 OOO.OOEOO -420.66E-2 -404.'oHE·-1 OOO.OOEOO -243.72£-1 000. OOEOO 
s 279.27£00 OOO.OOEOO 788.59E-3 000.00£00 -788.59£-3 -403.31£-2 OOO.OOEOO -812.70£-2 OOO.OOEOO 
6 210.24£00 OOO.OOEOO 718.31E-2 OOO.OOEOO -718.31E-2 -556.?2E-1 OOO,OOEllO -550.91£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
7 321. 05EOO OOO.OOEOO -150.02E-2 OOO.OOEOO 150.02£-2 763.58E-2 OOO.OOEOO 154.97£-1 OOO.OOEOU 
8 241. 45EOO OOO.OOEOO 547.33£-2 OOO.OOEOO -547.33£-2 -469.55£-1 OOO.OOEOO -374.43£-1 OOU.OOEOO 
COLUI11l 6 
AXIAL SHEARS I'IOI'IEtHS 
:;:o;.:;;;;:;;;.::;;:;:;:;:== =====;=====;:;:::;::;:;:;:;:=======;================;:;:= ~===;:;:=========~=======~========;:;:~===~~~-=~~ 
COI1B. Pu Viv Viz Vjy Vjz r·1iv l'li z 11j~· 11jz 
I 120.84EOO OOO.OOEOO -364.79E-2 OOO.OOEOO 364.79£-2 205.16E-1 OOO.OOEOO 232.58E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
2 778.85£-1 000.00£00 598.46E-3 000.00£00 -398.46£-3 -258 .. 38E-2 OOO.OOEOO -459.77£-2 OOO.OOEOO 
3 137.20£00 OOO.OOEOO -741 .62E-2 OOO.OOEOO 741 , 62E-2 60'3. 91E-I OOO.OOEOO 280.04E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
4 1 03. 03£00 OOO.OOEOO -292.87£-2 000.00£00 292.87E-2 315.72£-1 OOO.OOEOO 357.22E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
5 137.23£00 OOO.OOEOO -183.61E-2 000.00£00 183.61E-2 -557.74E-2 000. OOE 00 276.11£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
6 103. 05EOO OOO.OOEOO 124.00£-2 OOO.OOEOO -124.00£-2 -181.58£-1 OOO.OOEOO 327.84£-2 OOO.OOEOO 
ol>oo 7 153.59£00 OOO.OOEOO -560.44E-2 OOO.OOEOO 560.44E-2 348.97£-1 OOO.OOEOO 323.56£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
lJ1 8 115.27£00 OOO.OOEOO -157.52£-2 OOO.OOEOO 157.52£-2 120.78£-1 OOO.OOEOO 682.36£-2 OOO.OOEOO 
COLUI·tU 7 
AXIAL SHEARS NONEilTS 
::;.;::::;:====:::;==: ;::;:;::;:;::=====-========~---=======;===;:;:======== ;:;:;::;::;;;::;::;::======;:;:=======;:;:::;:;::============~-==== 
CONB. Pu Viy Viz Vjy Vjz ~liy Niz Njy l·ljz 
I 106.98£00 o·oo. OOEOO 152.51£-2 000.00£00 -152,SIE-2 -781.71£-2 OOO.OOEOO -157,00£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
2 718.62£-1 OOO.OOEOO 346.10E-2 OOO.OOEOO -346.IOE-2 -244. 76E-I OOO.OOEOO -288.92£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
3 141.85EOO 000, OOEOO 301 .62£-2 000.00£00 -301.62£-2 -154.51£-1 OOO.OOEOO -310.59£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
4 I 09. 04EOO OOO.OOEOO 446.77£-2 OOO.OOEOO -446.77£-2 -288.94E-1 OOO.OOEOO -399.98£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
5 IIS.84EOO 000.00£00 122.S6E-2 OOO.OOEOO -122.56£-2 -628.66£-2 000, OOEOO -126.12£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
6 696.08£-1 OOO,OOEOO 313.00£-2 OOO,OOEOO -313,00£-2 -220.48£-1 000.00£00 -262.17£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
7 1S0.71EOO OOO.OOEOO 271 .67E-2 OOO.OOEOO -271.67£-2 -139.21£-1 OUO.OOEOO -279.71£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
a I 1 S, 66EOO OOO.OOEOO 424.40E-2 OOO.OOEOO -424.40£-2 -277.51£-1 OOO.OOEOO -376.91£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
COLUMtl 8 
AXIAL SHEARS 11lJI·1EtHS 
==========-; =====-============;::;:;::;::;::::;::;:;:;;::;::;::::;;::=========== ==~======-=======~=~=======~===~====~==~=== 
COMB. Pu Viy Viz v j~· Vjz l'li v 11 i z 11jv 1·1jz 
1 530.10£-1 OOO,OOEOO 545.98£-2 OOO.OOEOO -545,98£-2 -317.76£-1 OOO.OOEOO -337.42E-I OOO.OOEOO 
2 347.60E-1 OOO.OOEOO 470.06£-2 OOO.OOEOO -470.06E-2 -272.88£-1 OOO.OOEOO -291.19£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
3 519.38£-1 OOO.OOEOO 800.34£-2 000.00£00 -800.34£-2 -542.76£-1 OOO.OOEOO -417.65£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
4 395.64£-1 OOO.OOEOO 705.59£-2 000.00£00 -705.59£-2 -467.54£-1 OOO.OOEOO -379. 18E-1 000.00£01) 
5 672.24£-1 000,00£00 606.58£-2 OOO.OOEOO -606.58£-2 -316.71£-1 OOO.OOEOO -411.19£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
6 509.84£-1 OOO.OOEOO 560.84E-2 OOO.OOEOO -560,84E-2 -298.66£-1 OOO.OOEllO -374.35E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
7 661. 52E-1 OOO.OOEOO 860.95£-2 OOO.OOEOO -860.95£-2 -541. 72E-1 000. OOEOO -491. 42E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
8 SOt .83E-1 OOO.OOEOO 750.87£-2 OOO.OOEOO -750.87£-2 -466.76£-1 OOO.OOEOO -434.29£-1 OOO.OOEOO 
LOAD "Be<~1AG: C'::30, 7" 
RUtl 
APE FF:Ar·1E FILE::: U::.ED- flfi§."fl~a;t•l> 
1 
APPENDAGE NUMBER WHERE JOB DATA EXISTS? 
11 
E~<AMPLE 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
MAGNIFICATION OF COLUMN MOMENTS. 
E:<A ~1P L E 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
MAGNIFICATION COMPLETE 
46 
LChD ":E:l·JOUT~: c::~:30, 7" 
r;·ut·l 
t=if<·E FF.:Ar·1E FILE::: u:::ED~ fG'i=f.ii~EiwJ. 
1 
APPENDt=iGE NUMBER WHERE DHTH EXISTS? 
1 1 
E><At·1F'LE 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
OUTPUT LENGTH UNITS?• ) =Inch,l=Feet 
1 
OUTPUT FORCE UNITS?( =Inch,l=K1ps 
1 
UNITS ARE F~~t AND Kips 
IS THIS CORI':ECP :.fG'j!\f.11~:EUu]) 
1 
~·JAt·lT OUTPUT FOR I ~lT EF.:t·1ED I ATE '·/ALUE:::·~· o: 1G'i£il~au.J> 
1 
~JAtH OUTPUT FOF.: t·1AGt·l IF I ED t·10t·1nlE ~· o: !O•j#f0ii~$U.]) 
1 
BEGINNING PAGE NUMBER? 
7 
I::: HIGH :::PEED PR I tHE F.: TUPtlED otr !01#f01'~$w)> 
1 
OUTPUT COt·1PLETE 
E:==: A t·1 F'LE 





COLUt111 FORCES t'illL• HUt·H::tJT~; F~:f•l'l ffifH!E FF:u<,fc'Hf'l 
I'IAG.VALUES 
COLU1111 




4 I. 84 
5 1. 25 
6 . 93 
7 . so 










































































f:: 1 t' 





s 1 s 1 
s l s l 
Sl Sl 
I< l , .. 
(lb• .. l 
1 . 00 


















[).::: ~ J 











I . I.)U 
I , Ou 
I . 00 
I . I)() 
I. Ofl 
I . Ott 




























































































s l s 1 
K lt' 




I . 00 
I . 00 
I . 00 















1 . 00 
1. 21 




I . 00 
I . 00 
I . 00 
1 • 00 
I . 00 
1 . 00 
I , 00 
I , 00 
[•:oz 
;==========;==========================================~========================================~===========~=========~==~ 
I 1.00 0.00 
2 .to o.oo 
3 .26 o.oo 
4 .10 o.oo 
5 1.15 0.00 
6 .14 0.00 
7 .60 0.00 
8 .12 0.00 
COLUMN 4 





















































000, OOE 00 
Pcz:3 
Sl Sl 
S 1 Sl 
s 1 s l 
s l s l 
S1 S1 
Sl Sl 
s l s l 






















I . 00 
1. 23 























































351 .52EOI 000. OOEOO 
OOO.OOEOO OOO.OOEOO 
351 .52EOI 000. OOEOO 
OOO.OOEOO 000.00£00 
351 .52E01 000. OOEOO 
OOO,OOEOO OOO.OOEOO 










I . 00 
1 . 00 
1 .Oft 
I . IJ () 
I, 00 
1 . 0 0 
I . 00 
I . 00 
1 '00 
I . 00 
I. 00 
I . 00 
I . 00 
I. Oil 
1. ()I) 






I . 00 
1. 27' 
I .00 










COL Ul·lll FO~;CES i~IW t·Jitl·lEIIT:~ FF:UI·J f Hitl'tE ~·F:t_ll,f,:HI'I 
11AG, VALUES UNITS F&et Kips 
COLUt-111 5 





































I . 00 
I. 00 
I . 00 
I. 00 
I. 00 








































:;;; 1 s 1 
'"' 1 s 1 
:0;1 s 1 
:31 Sl 
Sl Sl 
s 1 s 1 
Sl Sl 
s 1 s 1 
I( It' 
1 .no 
1 , I)() 
1 '00 
1 '(I (I 




















I . 00 









































































































1 . 0 I) 
1. 00 
I . 00 















1 . 00 
1. 23 
1 ,1)1) 
I . 21 














2 . 35 
3 .51 
4 • 29 
5 I. 24 
6 . 45 

















































. 40 I. 00 
.40 1.00 
.40 I. 00 









































































s l s 1 
S I S I 
Sl 81 




s l s 1 
Sl Sl 
Sl Sl 
S 1 S I 
S1 Sl 
Sl S1 
s 1 s 1 
s 1 s 1 





1 • 0 0 
1 • 00 
1 • 00 
[>b~· 
1 • 00 
1 . 00 
1. 00 
I . 00 
I. 00 
1. 00 
I . 00 











1 . O~J 
1. 03 
1. 05 





1 . 00 
1.15 
I . 00 
I . .23 
1. ()I) 
I. 21 





1 . 15 
1 '00 
1 . 2~3 
1 ,1)1) 
1 • 21 
I. oo 
1 . ..,, 
,,;;..I 
1 . Ou 




I • O•J 




1 . 00 
I . 00 
1 . 00 
1 • no 
1 , (I (I 
1 • 00 




COLUI'ttl FORCES AIID NO~IEIITS FRotl FRM1E PROGRAM 
11AG, VALUES 
FLOOR 
COMB. SUM Puy :3UM Puz SUM Pcsy SUM Pcsz 
~=;========================================== 
2 443.88EOO OOO.OOEOO 482.09E01 OOO.OOEOO 
4 632.39EOO OOO,OOEOO 482.09E01 OOO,OOEOO 
6 5'='2,50EOO OOO,OOEOO 482.09E01 OOO,OOEOO 
8 ?07.03EOO OOO.OOEOO 482.09E01 OOO.OOEOO 
FLOOR 2 
COI'II::, :3U~1 Pu~• SU~l Puz SUM Pcsy SUM Pcsz 
2 223.56EOO OOO.OOEOO 927.73EOI OOO.OOEOO 
4 283.68EOO OOO.OOEOO 927.73E01 OOO.OOEOO 
6 306.54EOO OOO.OOEOO 927.73EOI OOO.OOEOO 
8 329.40EOO OOO,OOEOO 927.73EOI OOO.OOEOO 
PI'IGE 9 
UHITS Feet Kips 
U•:HI'IPU-. I HI,! I •.t 
COLUI'lll FORCt:S ~ltl(' 1'10l·JUIT5 FROil Fr~Hf·JL l'F·,·u:,F:>il'l 
l1AGtHFIED r1011EtiTS UHITS Fet:t Kips 
COLUNN 
COI·lB. ~li ~· Niz ~ljy r·lj z Ney Nez 
======-=====~============================-======-===;================= 
1 781 . 35E-2 OOO.OOEOO 157.03E-1 OOO.OOEOO 856.73E-2 104.73E-1 
2 -175.06E-1 OOO.OOEOO -116.83E-1 OOO.OOEOO 522.2&E-2 595.31E-2 
3 154.49E-1 OOO.OOEOO 310.72E-1 OOO.OOEOO 113.61E-1 149.76E-1 
4 -988.66E-2 OOO.OOEOO 252.32E-2 OOO.OOEOO 824. I 8E-2 101.13E-1 
5 627.79E-2 OOO.OOEOO 126.08E-1 OOO.OOEOO 927.75E-2 115.55E--1 
6 -164.31E-1 OOO.OOEOO -109,73E-1 OOO.OOEOO 668.88E-2 789.71E-2 
7 139.14E-1 OOO.OOEOO 279.77E-1 OOO.OOEOO 120.72E-1 162.35E-1 
8 -116.34E-1 OOO.OOEOO -368.83E-3 OOO.OOEOO 876.47E-2 109.09E-1 
COLUI111 2 
COI1B. 11iy 11iz 11jy 11jz 11e:y 11e:z 
======-=--=-=============:==-===~==========·~=-====~====~============= 
317.74E-1 OOO.OOEOO 337.41E-1 OOO.OOEOO 424.55E-2 445, 42E-2 
2 125.93E-1 OOO.OOEOO 131.97E-1 OOO.OOEOO 266.68E-2 275.80E-2 
3 542.87E-1 OOO.OOEOO 417.61E-1 000.00£00 415.96E-2 435.97E-2 
4 331. 90E-1 OOO.OOEOO 232.10E-1 OOO.OOEOO 306.05£-2 318.11E-2 
5 316.62E-1 OOO.OOEOO 411.16E-1 000. OOEOO 538.43E-2 572.46E-2 
6 163.95E-1 OOO.OOEOO 228.44E-1 000, OOEOO 397.63£-2 417.23£-2 
7 541.74£-1 OOO.OOEOO 491 .. 36E-1 000. OOEOO 529.84E-2 562.76E-2 
Ul 8 328.97E-1 OOO.OOEOO 284. ~HE-1 000. OOEOO 390.96E-2 410.21E-2 ,_. 
COLU~IH 3 
CONB. 1'1 i ~· Niz Njy ~ljz ~ley 11ez 
====================================================================== 
1 -462.65£-2 OOO.OOEOO -935.84E-2 OOO.OOEOO 214.15E-1 245.97E-1 
2 -711.89E-1 OOO.OOEOO -695.41E-1 OOO.OOEOO 136.61E-1 149. 15E-1 
3 -163.03E-1 OOO.OOEOO -329.83£-1 OOO.OOEOO 251 .67E-1 296.80E-1 
4 -771. 44E-1 OOO.OOEOO -851 .53E-1 000. OOEOO 187.64E-1 211 . 9BE-1 
5 402.20£-2 OOO.OOEOO 814.71E-2 OOO.OOEOO 251.10E-1 296.00E-1 
6 -610.28E-1 OOO.OOEOO -535.59E-1 OOO.OOEOO 187.23£-1 211.43£-1 
7 -765.42£-2 OOO.OOEOO -154.78E-1 OOO.OOEOO 288.E.2E-1 349.57£-1 
a -725. OOE-1 OOO.OOEOO -737.68£-1 OOO,OOEOO 215.22£-1 247.79E-1 
COLUI1U 4 
COI1B. 11iy 11i z 11jy Njz Hey 11.oz 
=================~~=;~~========-=======;=======;=~=====;=~====-======= 
-205.16£-1 OOO,OOEOO -232.56£-1 OOO.OOEOO 108.64E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
2 -312.81£-1 OOO.OOEOO -374.01£-1 OOO.OOEOO 696.25E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
3 -609.92E-1 OOO.OOEOO -280.09E-1 000. OOEOO 123.37E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
4 -628.51£-1 OOO.OOEOO -423.69E-1 000. OOEOO 922.79E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
5 559.04E-2 OOO.OOEOO -276.12£-1 OOO.OOEOO 123.35£-1 OOO,OOEOO 
6 -128.63E-1 OOO.OOEOO -417.65E-1 OOO.OOEOO 922.67E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
7 -348.86E-1 OOO.OOEOO -323.64£-1 OOO.OOEOO 138.0BE-1 OOO.OOEOO 
8 -438.30£-1 OOO.OOEOO -462.21£-1 OOO.OOEOO 103.26E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
E>:HI'IPLE ! ll',l. 11 
ClJl.UI"Itl FOF;CES ~lll[• f·1UI·1EilTS FROI-1 FRMIE FkLlCii:HI'I 
MAGNIFIED 1-lOMEHTS Uti ITS Fo:c.et klps 
COLUI'IH 5 
COI'IB. Mi ~· l'liz Nj~• ~ljz l'l.ey l·l.ez 
~=-~~=-=~====~===============~=~=~======================~==========~== 
I 461 ,57E-2 OOO.OOEOO 936.96E-2 OOO.OOEOO 214.15E-1 245.97E-I 
2 -651 .1 OE-1 OOO.OOEOO -573.68E-1 OOO.OOEOO 138.72E-1 151. 16E-1 
3 162.85E-1 OOO.OOEOO 329.94E-1 OOO.OOEOO 251. 70E-1 296.84E-1 
4 -526.41E-1 OOO.OOEOO -356.82E-1 000. OOE 00 189.6i'E-1 213. 87E-·I 
5 -403.31E-2 OOO.OOEOO -812.i'OE-2 OOO.OOEOO 251.07E-I 295.95E-1 
6 -668.90E-1 OOO.OOEOO -655.36E-1 OOO.OOEOO 189.18E-1 213.26E-I 
i' 763.58E-2 OOO.OOEOO 154.9i'E-1 OOO.OOEOO 288.62E-1 349.57E-1 
8 -609.16E-1 OOO.OOEOO -504.42E-1 OOO.OOEOO 217.2SE-1 249.70E-1 
COLUMH 6 
COI1B. 11i y 11i z 11jy 11jz 11ey 11ez 
====a======:~===========•==========~================================== 
I 205.16E-1 OOO.OOEOO 232.58E-1 OOO.OOEOO 108.64E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
2 -497.26E-2 OOO.OOEOO -755.86E-2 OOO.OOEOO 700.46E-2 000. OOEOO • 
3 609.91E-1 OOO.OOEOO 2a0.04E-1 OOO.OOEOO 123.34E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
4 283.31E-1 OOO.OOEOO -444.35E-3 OOO.OOEOO 926.64E-2 OOO.OOEOO 
5 -557.74E-2 OOO.OOEOO 276.11E-1 OOO.OOEOO 123.37E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
6 -211 .51E-1 OOO.OOEOO -430.75E-3 OOO.OOEOO 926.7aE-2 OOO.OOEOO 
7 34S.97E-1 OOO.OOEOO 323.56E-1 OOO.OOEOO 13a.08E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
Ul a 835.39E-2 OOO.OOEOO 220.75E-2 OOO,OOEOO 103.67E-1 OOO.OOEOO 
N 
COLUNH 7 
COI'IB. l'li ~· ~liz Njy l'ljz l'ley Mez 
==========================~============================~=============: 
-781. 71E-2 OOO.OOEOO -157.00E-1 OOO.OOEOO 855.82E-2 104.60E-1 
2 -274.22E-1 OOO.OOEOO -317.40E-1 OOO.OOEOO 578.64E-2 651.42E-2 
3 -154.51E-1 OOO.OOEOO -310.59E-1 000. OOEOO 113.48E-1 149.52E-1 
4 -328.91E-1 OOO.OOEOO -438.60E-I OOO.OoEOO 877.3aE-2 106.57E-I 
5 -628.66E-2 OOO.OOEOO -126.12E-I OOO.OOEOO 926.72E-2 115. 39E-1 
6 -257.3aE-1 OOO.OOEOO -297.83E-I OOO.OOEOO 721. 55E-2 841 .67E-2 
7 -139.21E-1 OOO.OOEOO -279.71E-I OOO.OOEOO 120.57E-1 162.08E-1 
8 -323.44E-1 OOO.OOEOO -421 .JOE-l OOO.OOEOO 931 .IIE-2 114.62E-1 
COLUMU 8 
COI18. 11iy 11i z 11jy 11jz 11ey 11ez 
:;======================;====;==========================;============= 
-317. 76E-1 OOO.OOEOO -337.42E-1 000, OOE 00 424.0aE-2 444.90E-2 
2 -283.27E-1 OOO.OOEOO -302.44E-1 OOO.OOEOO 278.90E-2 286.71E-2 
3 -542.76E-1 OOO.OOEOO -417.65E-1 000. OOE 00 415.50E-2 435.47E-2 
4 -481 .63E-1 OOO.OOEOO -394.44E-1 000, OOEOO 317,63E-2 327,79E-2 
5 -316.?1E-1 OOO.OOEOO -411.19E-1 OOO.OOEOO 537.79E-2 571 .73E-2 
6 -311. 68E-1 OOO.OOEOO -388.44E-1 OOO,OOEOO 408.91E-2 426.87E-2 
7 -541. 72E-1 OOO.OOEOO -491 .42E-1 000, OOE 00 529.22E-2 562.05E-2 
a -482.96E-1 000. OOEOO -451, 83E-1 OOO.OOEOO 402.?5E-2 419.85E-2 
UNITS APE Feet AND Kips 
OUTF'UT CC~1FLETE 
LOAD "B~.JCOL: CS:::o, 7" 
RUtl 
F;f;·E FF:Ar·1E FILES u:::ED ~· •. !Gj§IW"8~$w]> 
1 
APPENDAGE NUMBER WHERE JOB DATA EXISTS? 
1 1 
E>~AMPLE 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
COLUMN NUMBER TO BE DESIGNED?(0=FINISHED> 
1 
DESIGN OF COLUMN NUMBER 12 X 12 





AXIMUM MOMENT ABOUT Y AND CORRESPONDING AXIAL LOAD AND MOMENT ABOUT Z-AXIS. 




AX~UM MOMENT ABOUT AND CORRESPONDING AXIAL LOAD AND MOMENT ABOPUT Y. 
Pu1t Muy 
150.90E00 279.77E-1 
COLUMt·l QM <!DJ> 
Mzmax 
162.35E-1 
COF:tlEF: BAF· @lt..i:Ci! < .:••·•• :o.rnp 1>:' 11) 
6 
ADDITIONAL BARS :~.; !=liJaiti•ii 
0,6 
ADDITIONAL BARS .;. •:·: i=li]; .. iti.il 
0,6 
COLUMN NUMBER 1 
LONGITUDINAL REINFORCING 
Hl THE i FACE 
Hl THE ., FACE 
12. 0(1i<:12. (Hj 
F).-•= 60000 
========================================= 
ADD IT I OtlAL 








. 44 :::qin. 
• 44 :::qin. 







# 3 @ 12 In •::oc 
CLEAR COVER 1.5 In. 
========================================= 
IS ALL THIS DATA OK >>>>========> 
53 
<BOT OF: TOP> 
<L OF.: F.: :::I DE :•• 
C CILUt·1t·i t·iUt1BER 
LONGITUDINAL REINFORCING 
12. >30:": 12. l10 
F:."= 60000 
========================================= 
;; D D I T I 0 t~ A L 







.44 Sqir •. 
.44 Sqin. 
. 44 :::qin. 
========================================= 









# 3 @ 12 In oc 
CLEAR COVER 1.5 In. 
========================================= 
C C: R tiE F.: E: A F.: @t..i#lil < o:· >= :s.m p 1 e· 11 ) 
6 
ADDITIONAL BARS :]., !:fil;¥1t..jW(I HI THE rJ FACE 0:: BOT OF.: TOP) 
0,6 
ADDITIONAL BARS :]., ~:t;J;4it..j:W;j I t·i THE a FACE I L OF.: F.: :::I DE ::0 
0,6 
IS ALL THIS DATA OK >>>>========> 
1 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO ABANDON THIS COLUMN? 
~1 
COLUt·1ti QM o:g::o 
60000 
COF.:t·IER BAF.: j:t@#lil ( e·>:: :s.mp le- 11) 
6 
ADDITIONAL BARS :l< !:f;1;¥1t..iWfl I t·l THE rJ FACE I BOT OF.: TOP ::0 
ADDITIONAL BARS 8., i:f;l;¥1t..iWfl I t·i THE i FACE I L OF.: F.: :::I DE> 
0,6 
IS ALL THIS DATA OK >>>>========> 
0 
COLUt·1ti QM •rDJ> 
EDIT 
CO tiT 
CONT NOT ALLOWED WHILE WAITING FOR INPUT 
60~:10~:1 
COF.tiEF.: :E:AF: @lt..j#ljl 0: e ::: :s.n1p 1 e· 11) 
6 
~ ADDITIONAL BARS :~.; l=liJi .. it~•:~ 
2,6 








FACE I f:OT OF.: TOP> 
FACE IL OF.: F.: ::.IDE> 


























# 3 @ 12 In oc 
CLEAR COVER 1.5 In. 
========================================= 
~JANT HARDCOP'r' OF THIS? .-:IEII¥ft~$m]) 
a 
READY FOF.: AtiOTHER COLU~1W' (fa•i§f:JI~EUUD 
1 
COLUMN NUMBER TO BE DESIGNED?C0=FINISHED> 
3 
COLUMt·~ liM ·Ill> 
60000 
CO F.: tiEl': BAR @lt..i!:::lljl ( e::carnp 1 e 11) 
8 
# ADDITIONAL BARS ~-: !:t;J;¥1t_.tMi! IN THE i FACE <BOT OF:: TOP) 
0,8 
# ADDITIONAL BARS & l:m;¥1t..tM!l I ti THE I FACE < L OF: R ::; I DE) 
0,8 
IS ALL THIS DATA OK >>>>========> 
55 


























# 3 @ 15.96 In oc 
CLEAR COVER 1.5 In. 
========================================= 
WA~H HARDCOPY OF THIS? <101J.11~e'U•I> 
13 
~:EAD'r' FOR At~OTHER COLUNW' ffG1§.1'~$mJ::. 
1 
COLUMN NUMBER TO BE DESIGNED?(0=FINISHED> 
4 
COLUm~ l#fM <B> 
60000 
COR~~ER BAR @ftitjil ( e::<arnp 1 e· 11) 
8 
ADDITIONAL BARS :1: !:f;l41t-14i1 IN THE fj FACE (BOT 0~: TOP> 
0,8 
# ADDITIONAL BARS i1: i:t:1*"1f-14jj IN THE ~ FACE ( L OR R :; I DE) 
0,8 
IS ALL THIS DATA OK >>>>========> 
56 






ADD IT I O~~AL 
CORNER BARS 
t-FACE,BARS 

















~ 3 @ 15.96 In oc 
CLEAR COVER 1.5 In. 
========================================= 
WAtH HAF<:DCOPY OF THIS? oGI#f.-8~$;tl]) 
0 









APPENDAGE NUMBER WHERE DATA EXISTS? 
1 1 
E:x:AMPLE 
COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
OUTPUT LENGTH UNITS DESIRED~~ J =Inches.,1=Feet. 
1 
OUTPUT FORCE UNITS DESIRED?( 
1 
UNITS ARE Feet AND Kips 
IS THIS COI':f':ECT? c1Ef4§'.-8~$U.J::. 
1 
BEGINNING PAGE NUMBER? 
12 
=Lhs. 7 1=K1ps 




COLUMN FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM FRAME PROGRAM 
LIST COLUt1t4S FOR WHICH OUTPUT IS DES I RED·~· <"$11111":i:z7f:"l~f:o::!:Jr~r:fr=:tr:'l•]> 
1-8 






L:--:~.i•l i L 
o:ULUI'IIl FoW(:t::~ till['• i·II.JI·IEII f::, FFIIII Fkfil'i[ l'hiJI,holl 
FIIlAL COLUIHI DESIGIIS. 
COLUMN HUMBER 1 





ADDITIONAL Y-FACE BARS 












II 3 9 12 In oc 











ADDITIOIIAL Y-FACE BARS 
















II 3 @ 12 In oc 
CLEAR COVER I .5 In 
===-=======;===================-========= 
COLUMII I~UI1BER 3 
LONGITUDINAL REINFORCING 




ADDITIONAL Y-FACE BARS 
















II 3 9 15.96 In oc 
CLEAR COVER I .5 In 
========================================= 
Utlll:;; Ft.~t 1-::.i~·£ 
()I 
N 
L_: .. t,ilt l. L 
t:OLUI'Iil FO!i:CES HilL• I·IUIIEIIT:~ 1'1<'1111 I i'tilll. i'I·'IH.I· "'' 
F I llAL COLUI•III DES I GtH: .. UII!L., Fd:.t l·'it•£ 
COLUNII IIUI·IEiER 4 I. 33)' I. 33 
COLUI'lll IIOT DESIGIIE£) YET, 
COLUI1H tiUI·IBER ~ 1. 33;.( 1. 33 
COLIJI1tl IIOT DES I Gil ED YET. 
COLU~III IIUNBER 6 1 . 33){ 1 . 33 
COLUI·III IWT DES I Gil ED YET. 
COLUMII NUI1BER 7 1. oox 1. 00 
COLUMN NOT DESIGNED YET. 
COLUMN IIUNBER 8 1. oox 1. 00 




TEMP (1 Record) Real 
Job data 
created in the Input Program. Used in all programs 
Serial 
Temp (9), Title$, Comment$ 
-Temp (1) Input length units code (Ul; l=feet, O=inch) 
-Temp {2) Input force units code (U2; l=kips, O=lbs.) 
- Temp (3) Changes mode code (Ch; l=changes, O=no changes) 
- Temp (4) Number of load cases (Nlc) 
- Temp {5) Number of co.l!.umns (Sum) 
- Temp (6) Number of floors (Flr) 
- Temp (7) Floor number corresponding to roof (Rn) 
- Temp (8) Number of load combinations (Nlco) 
- Temp (9) Frame files (Ff; l=used, O=not used) 
Title$ (69) Job title, input or read from frame files. 
Comment$ (69) Comments, input or read from frame files. 
64 
NCOL (Flr, Sum X ( 2) ) Integer 
Contains relationship of columns to floors. 




Neal (F.lr, Sum) 
l=CoLumn in floor 
2=Column not in floor 
(Sum, 4) Integer 
Contains relationship aif column to frame members. 
Created in the Input Program and used in the Combinations Program. 
Serial 
Col (Sum, 2) 
- I-end member, j-end member 
65 
COLP (Sum, 17 X (8)) Real 
Column dimensions and properties. 
Created in the Input Program and used in programs for magnification 
and design. 
Serial 
Cor (Sum, 17) 
- Cor (1) - width (z-face) 
- Cor (2) - depth (y-face) 
- Cor (3) Ly 
- Cor (4) Lz 
- Cor (5) Ky 
- Cor (6) Kz 
- Cor (7) Igy 
- Cor (8) Igz 
- Cor (9) F'c 
- Cor (10) Ec 
- Cor (11) Isey 
- Cor (12) Isez 
- Cor (13) 1=braced, O=unbraced (in z-direction) 
- Cor (14) 1=braced, O=unbraced (in y-direction) 
- Cor (15) 
- Cor (16) ry 
- Cor (17) rz 
66 
LRED (Sum, 4) Short 
Live load reduction factors 
Created in the Input Program and used in the Combinations Program. 
Serial 
Llr (Sum) 
FEHP (Sum, 96 X Nlc) Real 
End forces and moments input by user 
Created in the Input Program and used in the Combinations Program. 
Random 
Fepm (12, Nlc) 
LCTC (Number of load cases, (2) x Nlco) Integer 
Load cases to be combined for each combination. 
Created in the Input Program. Used in the Combinations Program. 
Serial 
A (Nl c , Nl co ) 
l=load case included in combination 
O=load case not included 
67 
MODP (Sum, Nlc X Nlco X (8) ) Real 
Modification factors for axial forces 
Created in the Input Program and used in the Combinations Program. 
Serial 
Pa (Sum, Nlc, Nlco) 
MODM (Sum, Nlc X Nlco X (8)) F.eal 
Modification factors for moments 
Created in the Input Program and used in the Combinations Program 
Serial 
Pm (Sum, Nlc, Nlco) 
LFAC (Nlc, Nlco x {4)) Short 
Load factors 
Created in the Input Program and used in the Combinations Program. 
Serial 
Fe (Nlc, Nlco) 
LOCO (Nl c , ( 2) x Nl co ) Integer 
Load tupe code 
Created in the Input Program. Used in the Combinations Program. 
Serial 





SWCD (Nlco, 2) Integer 
Direction of lateral loads 




O=no lateral load 
l=z -direction 
2=y-direction 
( S urn, Nl co X 24 ) Real 
Combined axial loads 
Created in the Combinations program and used in the Magnification 
and Check Programs. 
Serial 
Coma (Sum, 3, Nlco) 
- Coma (1) axial force due to gravity load 
- Coma (2) axial force due to lateral loads 
- Coma ( 3) to.tal axial force 
69 
cmm (Sum, Nlco x 48) Real 
Moments due to dead loads 
Created in the Combinations Program and used in the Magnification 
Program. 
Serial 
ComJlod (Sum, 6,Nlco) 
- Comlod (1) Pix 
- Comlod (2) Hiy 
- Comlod (3) Miz 
- Comlod (4) Pjx 
- Comlod (5) !.fjy 
- Comlod (6) Mjz 
70 
COMG (Sum, Nlco x (32)) Real 
Moments due to gravity loads 
Created in the Combinations Program and used in the Magnification 
Program. 
Serial 
Comg (Sum, 4, Nlco) 
- Comg (1) Miy 
- Comg (2) Hiz 
- Comg (3) Mjy 
- Corng (4) Mjz 
CO.ML (Sum, Nlc X (48)) Real 
Axial forces and moments due to lateral loads 
Created in the Combinations Program and used in the Magnification 
Program. 
Serial 
Cornl (Sum, 6, Nlco) 
- Cornl (1) Pix 
- Cornl (2) Miy 
- Cornl (3) Miz 
- Cornl (4) Pjx 
- Cornl (5) Hjy 
- Cornl (6) Hjz 
71 
COTM (Sum, Nlco x (32)) 
Total combined moments 
Created in the Combinations Program. 
Serial 
Ct (Sum, 4, Nlco) 
- Ct (1) Miy 
- Ct (2) M:.z 
- Ct (3) Mjy 
- Ct (4) Mjz 
COMM (Sum, Nlco x Q48)) 
Magnified moments 
Created in the Modification Porgram. 
Serial 
Ctm (Sum, 6, Nlco) 
- Ctm (1) Miy 
- Ctm (2) Miz 
- Ctm (3) Mjy 
- Ctm (4) Mjz 
-ctm (5) Mey 




MGDT (Sum, Nlco x 144) 
Intermediate magnification values 
Created in the Magnification Program. 
Serial 
Md (Sum, 18, Nlco) 
-Hd (1) Bdy 
-Md (2) Bdz 
-Hd (3) Cmy 
-Md (4) Cmz 
-Hd (5) Eiy 
-!-1d (6) Eiz 
-Md (7) Eisy 
-Md (8) Eisz 
-Md (9) Pcy 
-Md (10) Pcz 
-Hd (11) Pcsy 
-Md (12) Pcsz 
-Md (13) Kl/r (y) code 1=slender O=short 
-Md (14) Kl/r (z) code 1-slender O=short 
-Md (15) Dby 
-Md (16) Dbz 
H-1d (17) Dsy 
-Md (18) Dsz 
73 
SPCS (Flr, Nlco x (16)) 
Sum of Pcrit for each floor. (sidesway case) 
Created in the Magnification Program. 
S~i~ 
swu 
Spes (Flr, 2, Nlco) 
- Spes (1) y-axis 
- Spes (2) z-axis 
(Flr, Nlco x (16)) 
Sum of axial forces for each floor 
Created in the Magnification Program. 
Serial 
Spu (Flr, 2, Nlco) 
- Spu (1) y-axis 





Final design data 
Created in the Check Program. 
Random 
Des (11) 
- Des (1) corner bar size 
- Des (2) number of 
- Des (3) size of 
-Des (4) number of 
- Des (5) 8ize of 
- Des (6) total number of 
- Des (7) Fy 
-Des (8) l=design computed 
- Des (9) tie size 
- Des (10) tie spacing 
- Des (11) clear cover 
75 
Real 
O=design not computed 
